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About This Game

Final Directive is a story driven shooter set in a space station disastrously infested by alien mutants.

Find the crew, contain the infestation, and most importantly: make it out alive.

FEATURING:

 An amiable automaton companion

 Seductive spiders

 Fire, RAD, and Purple flavours

 A big door

 Local Co-Op

 Endless Mode

Thanks for reading.
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However -

Actions speak louder than words.
Gun actions speak louder than actions.

And laser gun actions speak louder than gun actions.
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Title: Final Directive
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Lazy Monday Games
Publisher:
Lazy Monday Ltd
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2018
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I bought this game not expecting much, but I was blown away . Total arcade stiyle shootem up with a cool story line , tons of
cool weapons and beautiful graphics. Fantastic game . I hope this developer makes more like this.

This game is destined to become an indie classic.

. Spaceboy understands the struggle of tfw no spider gf. Finally a protagonist I can relate to.

I was praying that this game would turn out to be half as fun as it is adorable. As it turns out, it's ridiculously fun and even more
adorable than I anticipated. $2 is fantastic price and frankly less than this game deserves.

In terms of complexity for these types of top-down shooters, it leans more towards the casual/arcade category (it still gets very
challenging very fast), but within the first 20 minutes I could tell it was hitting that sweet spot that games like Hotline Miami
and RUINER did, pushing you to play faster and more aggressively for the gratification of recieving a higher grade/score.

The story mode is short but hair-pullingly sweet, and each level rewards you with a charming comic panel of the two
protagonists. Endless mode just lets you indulge in the core gameplay, and is equally entertaining. For longevity's sake this game
will hopefully recieve a patch for certain bugfixes and quality of life changes, but in its current state I'll likely get plenty more
hours of entertainment from it.

While they are in fact present in the game, I was slightly disappointed by the amount of seductive spiders in the game. The
snakes are equally cute but still only get a few hand-drawn depictions.. I honestly don't think I've had as much fun with top-
down pixel shooter as I've had with Final Directive. The music is great and keeps you excited. The array of guns are fun to mess
around with. The comics break up the levels and made me chuckle without breaking the flow of the game. It's challenging, but
not oppressively so, and it all comes together to make something I genuinely smile at while playing. Plus, it's only $2.. Pretty fun
indie game, really like the art style and comic cutscenes. Kick a** soundtrack, decent visuals, great gameplay, and a humorous
story. Definitely worth the 2 dollars for the game.. Top down shooter that is fast and fun. Art style and enemy design is really
charming. For a pleb like me provided quite a challenge gameplay wise as well. For such a low price definitely worth it. (but
those lone ticks that ambush you from behind can go die pls)
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Simple but fun shooter. good but i wish i could get the ost somewhere.. This game is so nice
I sold my loot crates
And bought it twice. Good shoots, cute art style (both the in-game pixel art and comics between levels), BANGIN sound track
and decent potential for replayability. Definitely worth the two dollarydoos.. This game is so nice
I sold my loot crates
And bought it twice. Really great game, devs did an awesome job with everything! Highly recommend 10/10.. This Game takes
a similar Style to Nuclear Throne, Enter the Gungeon, and other similar Bullet Hell Games. It has you, "Space Boy" On a
mission to find out what's going on in the abandoned Space station. The game is great for 2 Bucks but after awhile, it can get
just bland, Other than that I give it a A. The Dodge roll is not like Enter the Gungeon's, you can take damage during it, But get
some nice speed off of it so... Yea it's probably gud. One Think would make the game better is if you had a Alien handbook, so
you piece together what the Aliens names are while you play. I'm not sure about this but, i would like it if you could play with a
friend without him having him playing on the same Console as you. But as I was saying, "Space Boy" finds that the crew Are
mutants and he also finds abunch of weird tick things. A Droid was left behind, and you fight along side him, You and the droid
have to power up some generators that activate the elevator. When you do that all the aliens clump up and try to Eat your face.
When you are in the elevator, You and the droid talk in funny comic strips. I find it pretty funny and it adds some charm to the
characters. So Overall A steal for two bucks, like really? Two Bucks? Make it 8!. A neat top-down shooter with a great art style
and fast gameplay. The Story is short but sweet and told through comic cutscenes between levels. Trying to build up the score
multiplier for a perfect rank on every stage is pretty challenging and the final level was unexpected and exciting. It's a really fun
game at a small price.
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